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X-ray reflectivity simulation of ZnO thin film using AFM data
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Abstract: In this study surface structure of ZnO thin film, prepared by sol-gel spin coating method,
was investigated. After thin film preparation, sample was taken out for ex situ AFM measurements
to study the surface structure. Simulated x-ray reflectivity (XRR) of sample was extracted from AFM
data. Surface parameters such as rms roughness, roughness exponent and correlation length, extracted
from AFM and simulated X-ray reflectivity methods, showed acceptable agreement.
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INTRODUCTION 

Over the last few years there has been a renewed interest in ZnO based electronic and optoelectronic
devices and the significance of ZnO in the development of blue and ultraviolet optical devices, with a wide
direct-gap and a large exciton binding energy at room temperature, was revealed Marotti, et al., (2008). ZnO
thin films preparation has been an active field of study due to applications in transducers and catalysts since
1960s Wang, (2004). Moreover, quasi two dimensional ZnO films have been produced for Possible applications
in surface and bulk acoustic wave devices for filtering  Hickernell, (2009) and sensing  Hauden, et al., (1992),
with the aim of use in accelerometers, force sensors and microphones Itoh, et al., (1993). ZnO thin films
exhibit different transparency, conductivity and surface morphology, depending on the deposition technique.
By employing different deposition techniques, piezoelectric properties of ZnO thin films have been investigated 
Bukowski, et al., (1997). ZnO has been considered as an alternative to Indium Tin oxide (ITO) for applications
in display industry due to its acceptable transparency in visible light and its appropriate conduction properties 
Avendaño, et al., (2006). Also optoelectronic applications of ZnO systems such as light-emitting diodes
(LEDs), photo detectors, electroluminescence devices, solar cells and ultraviolet lasers have recently attracted
significant attention  Plank, et al., (2009, Bao, et al., (2006). For the reason of several new applications of
ZnO, there has been a great deal interest in epitaxial ZnO thin films Liang, et al., (1998). Production of ZnO
thin films can be obtained using different techniques, e.g., PVD (physical vapor deposition) Zhou, et al.,
(2004), CVD (chemical vapor deposition) Purica, et al., (2002), metal organic chemical vapor deposition Ye,
et al., (2005), spray pyrolysis Smith, et al., (1999), sputtering Hsu, et al., (2008)  and sol-gel processing  Shao,
et al., (2006). Because of low cost and appropriate features, sol-gel technique competes with other techniques.

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) scans a sample under a tip with a radius of between 10 and 40nm at
the end of a soft cantilever. In contact mode AFM the tip senses the surface topography monitored by the
detection of a laser beam from the back of the cantilever onto a photo detector that is sensitive to position.
A feedback loop is employed to manage the vertical position of the sample mounted on a piezoelectric tube,
maintaining the constant force between the tip and sample surface and thus measuring the surface topography.
The vertical space traveled by the scanner at each x and y data point is stored by the computer to form the
topographic image of the sample surface  Magonov, et al., (1997). Because of high lateral resolution of this
procedure and its potential of gaining quantitative three-dimensional information concerning surface topography,
roughness, height and the tilt angle of topographic structures, this procedure is appropriate for the investigation
of thin film surfaces. This technique provides helpful numerical data of surface height at digitized locations
on the film. A number of analyses have been developed to utilize the data such as, Power Spectrum Density
(PSD)  Fang, et al., (1997) and fractal analysis  Park, et al., (2009). This study reports the results of
computation of x-ray reflectivity on the basis of AFM measured surface profiles for ZnO thin film. These
calculations allowed us to estimate the effective correlation length of roughness, roughness exponents and rms
roughness, which determine scattering of x-ray radiation by surface. 
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2. Experimental:
Thin Film Preparation:

ZnO thin film was prepared by sol-gel spin coating method onto glass substrate with 3000 rpm for 45
seconds. After each coating, the film was preheated at 275<C for 10 minutes, and post heated at 450<C for 80
minutes. The deposition was repeated to obtain a film with proper thickness.

2.2. Atomic Force Microscopy:
Ex situ measurements of surface morphology of the film was carried out following heating process. For

obtaining surface morphology of thin films we used an Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) instrument (TM
Microscopes Veeco Metrology Group) on contact mode. A commercial standard pyramidal Si3N4 tip was used.
AFM image was acquired in ambient air and digitized in to 256*256 pixels. AFM image of ZnO thin film is
shown in figure 1.

Fig. 1: AFM images of ZnO thin films prepared by spin coating method.

As can be seen, a typical morphological feature is recognized readily by visual inspection of figure 1. This
is that the granules of various scales exist in film and is distributed evenly in some range. In addition the
granules represent different irregular shapes, sizes and separations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

At first, using AFM images of sample surfaces, the correlation length and fractal dimensionality of
roughness were estimated for each substrate. For this purpose, using the Fourier transformation, a spectral
power density of surfaces (PSD) was calculated:

  (1)
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Then two dimensional height-height correlation function C(X,Y) was computed via reverse Fourier
transformation: 
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The lateral correlation length of roughness ρAFM was determined as a distance; where the correlation
function is reduce e times. For estimating the fractal dimensionality of surfaces we used the variation method,
wherein the superior performance of this method compared to over common DF-evaluating algorithms.
According to the variation method, for a sequence of dilative square regions, which had a 2n × 2n size and
were centered at point (i,j), averaged-over-M2-points variation of the highest and lowest values of height was
determined:
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where M = N - 2n. In order to calculate the fractal dimensionality, we plotted dependence of            on 3ln[( ) ]n

N
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        for n = 1,2,…nmax. The slope of this graph in the linear region gives the value of fractal dimensionality. ln( )
N

n

If one knows the fractal dimension of a surface, one can derive the Herst parameter by the formula: 

D=3-h   (4)

Secondly, by using the profiles of surface derived by AFM for sample we calculated angular dependencies
of specularly reflected intensity. The Distorted-wave Born approximation was used. Following Sinha Hauden
et al., (1992), a differential cross section for the diffuse component of reflected radiation is written: 
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Here T(k) is the Fresnel transmittance, k1,2 the wave vectors of incident and scattered waves, k0 = 2π/λ,
qt is the difference of the wave vectors transfer in medium, and n the refractive index of medium. The intensity
of radiation scattered into the detector which is observed at a solid angle    from the point of radiation
incidence on the sample, is given by the expression: 
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where I0 is the intensity of incident beam, and A is the area of the beam. If we substitute the AFM profile of
surface Z = Z(x,y) in the expression (5) we can calculate the angular dependence of the reflected intensity.
Figure 1 shows x-ray reflectivity derived numerically for sample.

Fig. 1: x-ray reflectivity derived numerically for sample.

Parameters σ, Df and h were estimated by means of approximation of real surfaces by effective self-affine
Gaussian surfaces. Expression (5) in this case can be written in the following form:
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Here the height-height correlation function of roughness C(X,Y) was determined in the following way: 
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Parameters of surface roughness are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1: Parameters of surface roughness found from and AFM data and simulated XRR.

σAFM(nm) σAFM(nm) hXRR hXRR ρAEM ρXRR

2.3 0.2 2.6 0.1 0.89 0.1 0.93 0.1 56.2 1 62.1 1

As can be seen from TABLE 1, for this sample the parameters of roughness, estimated from AFM and
simulated XRR, are quite comparable. For essentially non-Gaussian surfaces, the mean-square roughness
estimated from the AFM data exceed the XRR estimation. In the angular range of interest x-ray radiation is
sensitive to relatively low spatial frequencies. But in fact, there are intensive high frequency components in
the spatial spectrum of surface. Existence of high frequency components, which are absent in the model
surface, is the reason why the distance, where the points of surface correlate with each other, is shorter in
comparison with the correlation length estimated from the XRR experiment.

On the other hand, using the same procedure as in XRR experiments, parameters of surface roughness
were estimated from the rocking curve calculated on the basis of AFM data. These effective parameters, as
can be seen from TABLE 1, are in good agreement with XRR estimations for sample. 

Conclusion:
In present work a procedure which permits calculation of the angular dependencies of reflectivity radiation

scattered by a surface, was carried out. Effective parameters of roughness can be obtained using this procedure.
Comparative AFM and simulated XRR examination of roughness was carried out for an ensemble of glass
substrates. It is demonstrated that the effective parameters estimated by the proposed method are in good
agreement with the parameters obtained from AFM data. 
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